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This submission addresses the 3rd in terms of reference.

3. Opportunities and challenges to innovatively finance and manage renewable energy in the ACT.

The Funding Problem
Deploying innovation requires funding. Traditional sources of funding are “Friends and Family”,
Government grants, Bank Loans, Customer funding and Venture Capital. With all conventional
funding, investors give money and, in return, get back more money. Investors buy part of an
asset, and the asset generates profits. The profits go to investors as extra money.

There is another approach to investing. Instead of investors getting a return of extra money,
investors get lower-cost goods. Instead of extra money, investors in renewable electricity
systems get a return as cheaper electricity or electricity savings. Traditional funding for innovation
does not use this approach, although it is used within organisations every time they invest their
own money to improve operations. Organisations that use internal funds, rather than debt, to fund
innovation save funding costs. The funding costs appear as the cost of debt or dividends or return
of capital. Removing these costs increases the return on investment. In summary, internal
investment saves the cost of renting external money.

Consumer Funding
Consumers of electricity in the ACT Community can organise themselves into Non-distributing
co-operatives and use internal funding to remove the cost of renting money. (Non-distributing
means that any profits generated stays within the cooperative - which means local money stays
local). Consumer owned co-ops enable their members to invest money into a project, similar to
company funding internal investment. For the consumer, this is similar to investing in their own
rooftop solar, but without the limitations of needing to own suitable property or of having enough
money to buy solar upfront.

Prepower Co-operatives have pioneered an innovative, scalable system of prepayments (a
consumer funded internal funding mechanism) tailored to funding renewable energy infrastructure.
The funding goals are to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, save consumers money, and
distribute profits into cheaper electricity or back into the local community. The approach is
consumer-driven, as consumers voluntarily and collectively take on the risk of investment and
receive the rewards.



Prepower Co-operative was partially funded by a renewable energy grant from the ACT government
and completed at the end of 2020. Prepower needs more funding to commercialise and develop the
innovation.

Purpose of Investment

The critical part of the approach is setting the values and purpose of the organisation that owns
and controls the infrastructure assets. Co-operatives are mission-based organisations, which allows
the business to value outcomes other than growth in profits (while recognising the requirement to
stay afloat financially). A co-operative of consumers owning renewable energy assets could have
the following values and purpose.

1. Care for the planet
2. Care for people
3. Build a local circular economy
4. Strengthen local democracy
5. Financial transparency with individual privacy
6. Spread the profits from innovation through the local community
7. Leave no one behind - members share the benefits of ownership fairly
8. Consumers become investors through their purchase of renewable energy.
9. Members decide on a fair distribution of benefits.
10. Common co-operative values and principles.

In contrast, the drive for profits dominates investor driven systems. The triple bottom line
typically puts social factors and environmental concerns as second and third priorities. They are
satisfied only to the extent that consumers will keep buying electricity from the organisation.

The technology of electricity production and storage is competitive and sold as a commodity.
Consumer cooperatives have a competitive advantage as an investment vehicle as they use
internal funding. They have the potential to act as a ‘’store of value’’ investment. They still need an
initial injection of external cash, and the investors of external cash will want their money back
with a return on their investment. An issue with all innovations is obtaining development cash to go
beyond the prototype stage.

Quantitative Easing and Covid19
Quantitative easing and stimulus money created in the economic response to Covid19 means the
world is awash with near-zero interest money. At last count, the Australian banks have 178 billion
dollars earning zero interest with the Reserve Bank. Large Australian businesses are not taking
loans from banks even at low interest because of the lack of investment opportunities. Banks,
however, are lending to home buyers and investors, causing the surge in house prices.

There is the opportunity for innovations that improve the economic efficiency of renewable energy to
obtain low-interest loans from banks. However, this money is not available to Non-distributing
co-operatives due to bank rules. Banks do not lend to businesses that no assets for the bank to



claim if the borrower defaults on the loan repayments. The banks need a guarantor to take on the
initial risk before the cooperatives accumulate assets.

The ACT government have done this indirectly for the organisations that supply renewable
electricity to make the ACT zero emissions from electricity through guaranteed feed-in prices that
the organisations receive for their production. The government achieves these guarantee by
passing on the costs to ACT consumers.

The ACT government can use the same approach with consumer-driven innovations. It can
guarantee the initial, relatively low, bank loans to commercialise investments funded through
non-distributing inclusive co-operatives.

The risk of loan default is low, as innovations require customer acceptance before they become
funded, and profits from successful innovations can cover any losses. Payments are sourced from
consumers regular bill payments, so short of a mass failure to pay electricity bills, they are very
secure. The ACT government will gain from increased tax revenues from local economic activity
and reduced social security costs.

There are several “shovel ready” innovations in the ACT needing funding. Supplying the guaranteed
loans through Non-distributing co-operatives benefits all members equally. In contrast, many
stimulus systems like zero-interest loans for household improvements are unavailable to renters and
low-income members of society. With non-distributing cooperatives, every consumer member
benefits equally.

Shovel Ready Innovations
Four innovations ready for low-interest loans are:

● Scalable co-operative platform services to invest loans and distribute investments fairly
across all members.

● Rooftop or local solar installations for all ACT consumers.
● EBrim energy measurement systems to spread loads within existing households and other

buildings.
● Community batteries to load shift production from ACT suppliers of renewable electricity

and provide other grid augmentation services.

These four will more than eliminate the extra costs caused by the drop in the wholesale price of
renewable energy. As these systems come online, they will drop member’s electricity costs. Work
on all these can start as soon as the government guarantees low-interest bank loans for
non-distributing cooperatives.

Funding Innovation
Investor funding gives most rewards of innovation to traditional investors, with the innovators and
customers receiving little benefit. The recent innovation of the ACT government with reverse
auctions to encourage the development of renewable electricity means ACT consumers pay the



price of innovation and the funders of additional cheaper renewable electricity take the profits. If
ACT consumers funded the innovation, they would benefit from new renewable energy sales. Most
innovations get more affordable with volume. A rule of thumb says that for each doubling of
manufacturing sales, the cost per unit of production drops by 20%.  For semiconductors, it has been
50% for fifty years. For software products, it is closer to 100%.

If the ACT had used this approach to funding renewable electricity, ACT consumers would not now
face a price increase. The ACT government can prevent future price increases and reduce the
price of electricity by assisting non-distributing cooperatives in funding ongoing innovations to
reduce costs.

Recommendation
This submission assumes the existence of a network of local Non-distributing cooperatives and a
platform cooperative. Such a network does not exist and is unlikely to happen without government
assistance. It is recommended that the government assist civil society create a network.

Such an organisation could be formed as a Cooperative of Organisations for Renewable
Electricity (CORE). A CORE organisation is any organisation that has members. Examples abound
in the ACT including ACTCOSS, Business Chamber of Commerce, the Property Council, the
Community Councils, renter cooperatives, religious groups, schools, universities, and unions.

It is recommended the ACT government guarantees a low-interest bank loan to fund a CORE
Cooperative of interested organisations. Together with the appropriate government agencies,
CORE will prepare the business cases for platform cooperatives to assist new local cooperatives
acquire low-interest bank loans to fund the four shovel ready innovations mentioned above.




